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The General Manager        Monday   1

st
 June, 2009. 

Mr P. Tolhurst 

Liverpool City Council 

PO Box 7064, 

LIVERPOOL   BC NSW 1871 

 

 

Dear Sir, 

Reference: 2008/1375 

 

 

Firstly may I commend the council and the staff for the opportunity of making comment and for the enormous 

effort that goes into producing a document of this type.  I also have appreciated the opportunity of being able to 

ask questions at the forums and encourage this procedure to continue in future years. 

 

I have made it clear that I do not support the 9% increase and am also against the option of borrowing the $5m. 

Having now read the document and understanding the enormous task ahead my opinion has not changed and I 

regret that because of this some of the lesser urgent infrastructure repairs and maintenance may have to be 

delayed or postponed indefinitely.  The few suggestions I have included in this response will go some small way to 

assisting the financing of much needed works but in this present climate I feel the burden of such a huge increase is 

unwarranted, at least at this time, therefore requiring additional works to be held over. 

 

The Draft Management Plan clearly outlines what the council will do:      Agree. 

 

There are parts of the Draft Management Plan I would like to change: Agree as indicated below. 

 

More emphasis should be given to establishing diversity in earning potential rather than rely exclusively  on rates 

and grant funding, although the core of Councils income we should be investigating options to increase our earning 

potential and income. Council and Councillors also need to lobby State & Federal Govt departments when they 

change or disadvantage councils with regulations etc 

 

Child Care Facilities: 

Strong consideration should be given to divesting in Child care centres, we invest so much into them and there is no 

real return. Many Council’s throughout the country are selling off this facility and with many new investors looking 

at establishing Child care centres we should at the very least consider leasing the ones we have in order to get a 

return on our initial investment. There are a number of opportunities to sell these centres and they should be 

considered as a matter of urgency. 
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Libraries: 

Council also needs to evaluate which of our Libraries have strong patronage and which don’t. Those that don’t 

could perhaps be downgraded into accessible internet cafe type venues where a fee can be installed for additional 

services and books can be sourced FOC.  The option of tendering for managers or managing agents to run these 

facilities with a similar brief as the Whitlam centre should be considered. If a library isn’t being used regularly we 

need to consider its worth and viability.  I believe these are vital services in the community but if a particular library 

isn’t being patronised we need to evaluate why and see what remedies can be applied. Staffing such facilities needs 

to be considered for both dollar value and safety if we reduced numbers.  

 

Leisure Centres: 

If there are savings that can be made to Leisure centres these need to be explored as a matter of urgency.  If a 

particular centre isn’t receiving enough patronage to pay its way we should consider selling them or at least 

diversifying their services to encourage a better more cost effective patronage. I strongly support council’s 

agreement with the management of the Whitlam centre where profits can be shared but council accepts no losses. 

 

The Casula Powerhouse. 

This facility is under patronised, it needs a strong marketing program and the rental rates need to be on the 

cheaper side of the equation until it has built its reputation, clientele, accessibility and reliability. Every effort needs 

to be made to achieve this in a speedy fashion. This venue should be encouraged as a site for both short term and 

long term projects and a venue for quality home grown and international artists. I support that council needs to 

fund it initially however it needs to become a self supporting entity as a matter of urgency. 

 

The Liverpool Museum: 

This is a prime location that is being underused. I strongly support our Museum and suggest it could be better 

attended if we were to install a Tourist information centre.  For many years now Liverpool hasn’t had a Tourist 

information service, previously housed at the Museum. Council should reconsider   relocating the Genealogy 

department from the Library and use the space at the museum  to install a Tourist information centre, 

incorporating saleable items, leased coffee shop etc to product a self supporting income. This would I believe bring 

more patronage to the Museum (gold coin donation) and provide a long absent service for Liverpool. 

 

Summary: 

I strongly support offering services to the community, services that will enhance a particular area, be it a sports 

ground or centre, a library or whatever, but good business requires making hard decisions and a facility that 

doesn’t pay for itself, even if not making a profit, is a burden that we need to reconsider. 

 If asked most rate payers would be unaware of the extensive services Council offers, with that in mind should we 

not be focusing our efforts on the things that do improve our overall environment, safety and accessibility?  In a 

perfect world it would be lovely to provide all manner of services but this is not a perfect situation and with the 

global economic situation we need to make the hard decisions and simply increasing rates or borrowing money is 

an “easy out” for council but a disastrous one for many residents. 

 

Kind regards  

 

 

 

Signe Westerberg 


